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Pileup:  looking  forwards	
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•  LHC experiments have been very successful in handling 

pileup so far 

•  But pileup conditions are about to get worse in the 14 TeV run, and 

that trend will only continue as LHC progresses towards high-luminosity 

phase (also at future colliders) 

•  What can be done to further reduce impact of pileup? 

Could this make it possible to run at even higher lumi than planned? 



New  ideas	
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Topics	
•  Generic jet use: correcting jet transverse momenta and 

suppression of pileup jets 
 

•  Advanced jet use: correcting shapes and masses and 
groomers/taggers 

 

•  questions such as whether to correct whole jet observables 
(pT, mass), the particle within a jet, or even attempt event-
wide PU correction 

 

•  interplay of these questions with different experimental jet 
reconstruction methods (detector effects, topoclustering and 
particle flow, etc.) 

 

•  pileup in contexts beyond jets, such as lepton & photon 
isolation and missing transverse energy 

 

•  How best to perform comparisons between different 
experiments and with theorists’ studies 
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Workshop  format	
•  Discussion talks, organized in three main themes: 

o New pileup removal techniques 
o  Pileup suppression and experimental issues 
o  Pileup mitigation techniques for missing ET and heavy 

ions 

•  Hands-on sessions: 
o  Try out and share pileup mitigation code and results 

using standalone analysis code and event samples 
 

•  Working group reports 
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Many thanks to MaGeo  Caccari,  Pascal Nef, Gregory Soyez, and Nhan Tran 
for preparing the code infrastructure and examples  



Agenda  and  software	
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h3ps://indico.cern.ch/event/306155/  	

Software: h3ps://github.com/PileupWorkshop/2014PileupWorkshop	
	

•  Reading list (still being completed) 
•  Software and datasets, with examples 

Agenda  may  be  updated  throughout  workshop	



Logistics	
•  Rooms:  

o  Today: here  
o  Tomorrow & Sunday: TH auditorium (bldg 4, 3rd floor) 

•  Coffee:  
o  Today: here  
o  Tomorrow & Sunday: Restaurant 1 (tickets at back of badges) 

•  Dinner 
o  Can gather in R1 at 19.30 
o  Or try and book at a nearby restaurant 
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Enjoy the workshop! 


